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EoC chip measurement (1) 
 Measurements on one test pixel (data provided by Matt)
 Measured quantities: 

  leading edge time (T1) and its RMS
  trailing edge time (T2) and its RMS

  Time over Threshold (ToT=T2-T1) and its RMS

  as a function of  injected charge (27 values: 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 
1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, … 20.0 fC), of  injected signal rise time (5 
values: 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5 ns) for 1 pixel threshold (0.6 fC)

  threshold is corrected for gain and offset variation in different 
operating conditions

  injection time T0 fixed (at the level of  20-25 ps rms)



EoC chip measurement (2) 

  T1: leading 
edge time

  T2: trailing 
edge time

  ToT = T2 – T1 T1 T2



Example plots  
for 0.6 fC threshold 
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T1 jitter 



T2 jitter 



ToT jitter 



Correction for T1 time walk 



Energy release GTK per hit 

  mean energy: 72.4 keV (~20.1 k e-h  ~3.2 fC)

  most probable energy: 53.7 keV (~14.9 k e-h  ~2.4 fC)
  FWHM: ~25 keV (~6.9 k e-h  ~1.1 fC)
  minimum energy: ~29 keV (~8.1 k e-h  ~1.3 fC) 



ToT Vs T1 (2.5 ns rise time) 

4 fC

2 fC

  in the linear region, 
a variation of      
3.3 ns in ToT 
corresponds to    
1.0 ns time walk

  at 2 fC  
ToT~14.5 ns

  at 4 fC  
ToT~16.4 ns

  difference in      
ToT is ~1.9 ns

  corresponding 
difference in T1 
time-walk ~550 ps

3 fC



ToT Vs T1 

3 fC

  fit slope 
constants (in 
linear zone 
between ~1 and 
~5 fC):

  -3.3 ns/ns      
(2.5 ns rise)

  -2.8 ns/ns      
(3.5 ns rise)

  -2.5 ns/ns      
(4.5 ns rise)

  -2.2 ns/ns      
(5.5 ns rise)

  -2.0 ns/ns      
(6.5 ns rise)



Correction technique (1) 
 Accurate timing precision (~100 ps) with the EoC chip can be 

achieved only correcting for the time-walk in a proper way
  a calibration curve/table (ToT  T1,corr) must be used for each pixel 

(take into account possible pixel-to-pixel variation) and for each 
operating conditions (sensor Vbias, sensor accumulated dose, etc…)

  from the electrical measurements done in the lab with the naked chip 
the obvious conclusion is that there is a too large dependence of  the 
time-walk correction on the signal rise-time
  we cannot extract correction factors (ToT  T1,corr) from electrical 

measurements using injected signals:

 unknown rise-time for the signal generated by a charged particle traversing 
the bump-bonded assembly (signal rise-time depends on Vbias of  the sensor, 
on injected Q, etc…)



Correction technique (2) 
 measurement of  correction factors from laser measurement might be 

unpractical
  signal rise-time dependent on pulse rise-time (fixed) and sensor Vbias  

need to do many measurements for each assembly at different Vbias and 
for different operating conditions

  need to measure each single pixel  sensors have to be completely 
opened in the back-side metal (ok for prototypes)

  possible systematic effects (connected to optical effects) to be evaluated
  measurements to be repeated at different moments during irradiation 

(to take into account eventual change in signal shape and rise-time)
 during data-taking in NA62 beam-line need to repeat laser 

measurement periodically to correct for variations induced by radiation 
damage  unfeasible



Correction technique (3) 
  the same correction curve (ToT  T1,corr) can be obtained when the 

detectors are installed on the beam, having a T0 reference time with 
relatively good resolution

 Proposal: 
  use the RICH detector (worst time resolution is ~90 ps) as T0=TRICH in 

dedicated runs at “low” intensity  make sure to have only 1 hit in 
GTK for each trigger (considering time-walk)

  for each pixel hit in the 3 GTK stations plot (T1 - TRICH) Vs ToT

  accumulate sufficient statistics to create one correction table per pixel
  save the correction plots/tables (×54000) in the offline database: they 

will be applied to the offline analysis



Calibration/correction on beam 
Advantages

 Determination of  calibration curves and constants with sensor 
connected to the chip and installed inside the beam-line

 Precise time-walk correction (calibration)

 Precise time alignment of  each pixel
  determine and correct for relative delays of  each single pixel

 Monitor pixel performance
 Re-calibration of  each pixel with changing electric signals:

  due to irradiation
  due to sensor Vbias variations



Simulation of  the GTK 
EoC pixel behavior 



Geant4 simulation (1) 
  convert each energy deposition inside a pixel into a charge value (Q)
  use the plots with the results of  the electrical measurements (function 

of  Q) to simulate the digitization for each pixel: extract spline 
interpolation functions from these plots

  for each Q calculate (using the spline functions above)
  T1, ToT (T2 = ToT - T1)

  use gaussian random number generator to produce the corresponding 
jitter for T1, T2 and ToT (the sigma is calculated from the spline 
functions)

 CAVEAT: charge saturation imposed to 20 fC + no charge sharing 
among pixels simulated + no variation of  signal due to energy 
straggling + no TDC binning included



Geant4 simulation (2) 



Geant4 simulation (3) 



Correction method 1: 
calibration curve from 

electrical measurements 
 (reminder: method already presented in GTK Meeting on 8th Dec 2009) 



Correction: method 1 (1) 
  simulate 1 M events with the “forced digitization”
  for each pixel hit, generate time quantities as desc. in previous slides

  get the spline function of  the correction plot (T1 Vs ToT) measured 
in the lab during the electrical tests

  starting from the ToT of  the 
pixel, calculate the correction 
to the T1 (using the spline 
function) and subtract it

  the corrected T1 is a time-walk 
free measurement of  the time 
of  the particle crossing a given 
GTK station



Correction: method 1 (2) 
  starting from ~240 ps rms, 

with the correction we go to 
~60 ps rms



Correction: method 1 (3) 



Correction: method 1 (4) 



Correction method 2: 
calibration curve measured 

directly with the beam 



Correction: method 2 (1) 
  simulate 1 M events with the “forced digitization”
  for each pixel hit, generate time quantities as desc. in previous slides

  use the time from the RICH (TRICH) to create the correction plot: 
ToT Vs (T1 – TRICH)  first pass on the data

  from the plot above extract a LUT (ToT  T1 correction), using  
100 ps wide bins in ToT 

 with a second pass on the data, calculate the correction to the T1 
using the LUT and subtract it

  repeat the exercise for different time resolutions of  the RICH (to 
understand the feasibility and limits of  the method): 1 ps, 100 ps, 500 
ps and 1 ns
  TRICH is simulated by a gaussian distribution with the sigma above



Correction: method 2 (2) 

GTK2!

GTK3!GTK1!

RICH
detector

  prototype RICH 
time resolution: 
better than 90 ps



Case 1: σ(TRICH) = 1 ps 



Case 1: σ(TRICH) = 1 ps 



Case 1: σ(TRICH) = 1 ps 



Case 1: σ(TRICH) = 1 ps 



Case 2: σ(TRICH) = 100 ps 



Case 2: σ(TRICH) = 100 ps 



Case 2: σ(TRICH) = 100 ps 



Case 2: σ(TRICH) = 100 ps 



Case 3: σ(TRICH) = 500 ps 



Case 3: σ(TRICH) = 500 ps 



Case 3: σ(TRICH) = 500 ps 



Case 3: σ(TRICH) = 500 ps 



Case 4: σ(TRICH) = 1 ns 



Case 4: σ(TRICH) = 1 ns 



Case 4: σ(TRICH) = 1 ns 



Case 4: σ(TRICH) = 1 ns 



Conclusion (1) 
 A time resolution of  100 ps for the RICH is more than sufficient 

to “build” the correction plot with a reasonable statistics for each 
pixel
  with much worse resolutions, a precise correction is not achievable

 The RICH time resolution enters in the T1,corr resolution in an 
indirect way:
  the precision of  the calibration curve is determined by position of  

the points, i.e. the mean value calculated inside the 100 ps bins of  
ToT, which depends on ~σ(TRICH)/(√ of  the statistics in the bin)



Conclusion (2) 
 Assuming σ(TRICH)=100 ps and a target statistics of  ~100 k hits/

pixel, the correction plot can be determined quite precisely in a 
dedicated “time-calibration run”:
  assuming a reduced rate at the GTK (~100 MHz) and a corresponding 

rate at the RICH of  ~1 MHZ, assuming also a duty cycle of  the 
accelerator of  ~20% (100% efficiency), in order to reach on average 100 
k hits in each pixel (all 18 k) we need ~104 s (~3 hours)

  CAVEAT: due to beam non-uniformity at the GTK central pixels will 
have ~300k hits and “corner” pixels will have ~20k hits

 The special “GTK time-calibration” runs should be taken 
periodically to continuously correct for possible variations due to 
radiation damage


